
Performance acceleration 
for oracle Data Warehousing

IntroductIon
The ability to capture and turn data into useful business intelligence can dramatically 
increase a company’s competitiveness and efficiency by enabling it to realize its goals through 
sound decision-making. However, key strategic initiatives in this regard such as customer 
relationship management, supply chain management, and business performance analysis 
all require a single view of corporate data – as provided in one consolidated enterprise data 
warehouse platform (EDW). The EDW needs to integrate data from a broad array of sources 
across the enterprise (e.g. operational databases, logs, web sites, etc.) and then allow decision 
makers to drill across the data and gather results from separate business process subject areas, 
and align or combine these results into a single analysis.

The Data Warehousing Institute (TDWI) defines an EDW Platform as having five basic  
components: 1.) server; 2.) operating system; 3.) database; 4.) storage; 5.) networking  
interconnects. The EDW platform manages data warehouse software (a database management 
system) — a collection of metadata, a data model, and integrated data content — designed for 
the purpose of reporting, analyzing information, and making decisions. This architecture is 
depicted in Figure 1 below:
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Figure 1: A data warehouse platform manages a data warehouse, but the two are separate.



re-purpoSInG oracle dBmS not adequate  
for ScalInG edw platformS 
Because Oracle is the leading online transaction processing (OLTP) database for business 
applications, many enterprises that have embarked on the process of creating an EDW platform 
have chosen to also use their existing Oracle database technology for the DBMS component 
of the system shown in Figure 1. Re-purposing an Oracle transactional database to serve as 
an EDW may be an acceptable solution initially when data volumes are smaller, workloads are 
primarily reporting-focused, and the number of concurrent users is low. However, because this 
OLTP technology was designed primarily to support business transactions in smaller databases 
rather than query-intensive reporting and analysis against a large data repository, the Oracle 
databases used as EDWs begin to experience problems as data volumes grow, workloads 
become more diverse and complex, data loads need to happen more frequently, and user 
concurrency increases.

As these dynamics increase, many companies realize that their Oracle database technology is 
suboptimal for storing and analyzing large terabyte (or even petabyte) data sizes required for an 
EDW. It lacks the scalability needed to accommodate the ever-increasing data volumes loaded 
and stored in the EDW, and usually results in slower performance due to the sheer volume and 
complexity of queries being executed and the competition for resources from mixed workloads 
(e.g. standard reporting, advanced analytics, ad hoc queries, etc.). It also requires a large 
investment in IT staff administration to tune and optimize the EDW by creating indexing and 
summary tables, and to diagnose, test, and tune the queries themselves to achieve better 
performance. Lastly, it results in higher storage costs because the index creation actually 
increases data sizes even further.

If you are an Oracle customer, you may be considering Exadata for your analytic processing.  
It is important for you to know that the TCO for an analytic platform based on Oracle Exadata  
is extremely high — as much as 5 times that of a purpose-built analytic platform such as  
Greenplum.  There are many contributing factors to Exadata’s high analytic TCO, not the least 
of which is that Exadata uses the Oracle Database as its foundation.  The problem is that the 
Oracle Database’s origins are in online transaction processing (OLTP), for which it is well-suited 
because it can be tightly tuned for a single application using literally hundreds of parameters. 
However, the fine-tuning that creates stability for an OLTP application becomes a stumbling 
block when it comes to analytic platforms such as for data warehousing or the new trend of Big 
Data analytics.

For these and other reasons, more and more enterprises are turning to the EMC Greenplum Data 
Computing Appliance (DCA) as the best solution for meeting their EDW platform needs. Two such 
customer examples will be described below, followed by a brief overview of the DCA technology 
and how it delivers such outstanding results and benefits.

cuStomerS mIGratInG from oracle to 
emc Greenplum for theIr edw platform
ZIonS BancorporatIon
Zions Bancorporation is one of the nation’s premier financial services companies, consisting of a 
collection of strong banks in select high growth markets. Zions operates its banking businesses 
under local management teams and community identities through approximately 500 offices in 
ten western and southwestern states.



The company’s growth strategy focuses on utilizing Big Data (higher volume; more types of data) 
to engage customers in new ways, generate business demand, and increase revenue streams. 
The increasing volume, variety, and velocity of data at Zions Bank put analytic demands on its 
existing Oracle data warehouse which the database simply could not handle.  Clint Johnson, 
Zions’s Vice President of Data Warehousing and Analytics said “Our monolithic Oracle data 
warehouse was struggling to process our growing data assets, so we had to break it up into 
smaller data marts that began proliferating all over the place. Without a centralized resource, it 
was more difficult for analysts to understand risk associated with business decisions. Queries 
were taking hours or all night to execute. And our database administrators spent most of their 
time on maintenance and troubleshooting.” 

Zions chose the EMC Greenplum DCA due to its ability to support large-scale data warehousing 
and analytics, and the significant productivity increases that the DCA provides to its analytic 
power users. Since implementation, the EDW has scaled from 6 to 11 terabytes of data, and 
delivers the processing speed demanded by Zions’ 600 users (and especially the approximately 
70 power users who perform analysis and write reports every day). Analyst now kick out reports 
in a few seconds or minutes (rather than hours or overnight), enabling more in-depth analysis to 
drive new product development, marketing, and sales. 

clIckfox
Clickfox is the pioneering leader of customer experience analytics (CEA) solutions, which capture 
and aggregate customer interactions across retail stores, web sites, call centers, chat rooms, 
mobile applications, and other channels. Unlike traditional transactional-based customer 
intelligence systems, Clickfox CEA solutions generate a visual, data-rich picture of the complete 
customer experience to uncover hidden connections that drive revenue, loyalty, and defections.

Originally, Clickfox was using Oracle relational database systems to aggregate and analyze all  
of this data. As the company began capturing exponentially more data, it became clear that  
they needed a system that could scale easily as traffic grew, quickly load terabytes of data, and 
perform simple and complex queries for intraday analysis and response. The Oracle databases 
were not geared for mass aggregations, comparisons, or attribute searches, so it was taking 
more time to apply their algorithms and present data back to users. There was also a large 
amount of system tuning required to keep pace with the ever-changing user profiles. 

Clickfox chose the EMC Greenplum DCA for its performance, scalability, low TCO, and very  
attractive technical synergies with its own CEA solutions. The DCA’s openness and extensibility 
allow Clickfox to go to where the data will be inserted and write their algorithms at that point. 
Clickfox considered other closed solutions (e.g. Teradata and Netezza) but rejected them in that 
they would have been difficult for Clickfox to scale. 

emc Greenplum dca – purpoSe BuIlt and optImIZed 
for edw SolutIonS
In order to aggressively provide a world-class EDW platform, EMC recently introduced the 
Greenplum Data Computing Appliance which brings the power of a massively parallel 
processing (MPP) architecture, while delivering the fastest data-loading capacity and the best 
price/performance ratio in the industry – without the complexity and constraints of proprietary 
hardware. The DCA is a purpose-built, highly scalable, parallel EDW appliance that integrates 
database, compute, storage, and networking into an enterprise-class, easy-to-implement 
system. It enables greater insight and value from data because it is optimized for unmatched 
data loading speeds, unified data access, fast query execution, and mixed EDW workloads.
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ABOUT EMC GREENPLUM ANd ThE dATA COMPUTiNG PROdUCTs divisiON   EMC’s new data Computing  
Products division is driving the future of data warehousing and analytics with breakthrough products 
including EMC Greenplum data Computing Appliance Family, EMC Greenplum database, EMC Greenplum 
database Community Edition, and EMC Greenplum Chorus— the industry’s first Enterprise data Cloud 
platform. The division’s products embody the power of open systems, cloud computing, virtualization, 
and social collaboration—enabling global organizations to gain greater insight and value from their data 
than ever before possible.

At the heart of the EMC Greenplum DCA is the Greenplum Database, a shared-nothing, massively 
parallel processing (MPP) architecture that has been designed for business intelligence and 
analytical processing. In this architecture, each server node acts as a self-contained database 
management system that owns and manages a distinct portion of the overall data. The system 
automatically distributes data and parallelizes query workloads across all available hardware.

The EMC Greenplum DCA is the best EDW platform on the market. The core shared-nothing  
MPP architecture enables massive data storage, loading, and processing with unlimited linear 
scalability. Adaptive services provide enterprise high availability, workload management, and 
online expansion of capacity. Key product features enable petabyte-scale loading, polymorphic 
storage (hybrid row-oriented and/or column-oriented) to best fit the unique needs of each  
analytical use case, and embedded support for SQL, MapReduce, and programmable analytics. 
And all major 3rd-party analytic and administration tools are supported through standard  
client interfaces.


